
Being Mindful 
While Making It Rain



- Mindful ambition 

- Five tools 

- Meditation



Desire to achieve?

yes no

X



Occasionally challenged?

yes no

X





“I like to be in stress…it’s 
my competitive advantage”



Ambition is a wonderful tool, but it can be a terrible master







mindful ambition

the practice of maintaining awareness, humility, and gratitude 
in the pursuit of extraordinary accomplishment



Redefine Success
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It’s about the journey

Enjoy the process

Be happy now



–Earl Nightingale

“Success is the progressive realization of a worthy goal” 



Success Inventory



Practice Gratitude





















–Brendon Burchard

“We must become ‘joyous masters’, reveling in the 
opportunity to work towards mastery…even through periods 

of high exertion and low achievement.” 



Three Things



Maintain Perspective
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–Carl Sagan

“…on a mote of dust suspended on a sunbeam” 





–Alain De Botton

“Judged against eternity, how little of what agitates us 
makes any difference.” 



You + Nature



Wealth Columns



meritocracy

the holding of power by people selected on the basis of 
their ability

1800

2010





If we live among people of our same height, we will not 
be unduly troubled by questions of size



But if others in our group grow just a little taller than us, 
we are liable to be gripped by dissatisfaction and envy
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Plot Your Columns



Mindfulness First



Zen

Transcendental

Chakra

Yogic

Vipassana

Mantra



Buddhism

Hinduism

Taoism

Islam

Christian

Western



Monkey Mind vs. Lion Mind







–B. Pascal

“All men's miseries derive from not being able to sit in a 
quiet room alone.”



Your Most Important Minutes



Redefine Success True North

Practice Gratitude PMA

Maintain Perspective Humility

Wealth Columns Ownership

Mindfulness First Intensity



–W.H. Auden

“Routine, in an intelligent man, is a sign of ambition.”



Let’s Meditate!



Resources


